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Abstract: Yellow cuboid diamonds are commonly found in diamondiferous alluvial placers of the
Northeastern Siberian platform. The internal structure of these diamonds have been studied by optical
microscopy, X-Ray topography (XRT) and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) techniques. Most of
these crystals have typical resorption features and do not preserve primary growth morphology.
The resorption leads to an evolution from an originally cubic shape to a rounded tetrahexahedroid.
Specific fibrous or columnar internal structure of yellow cuboid diamonds has been revealed. Most of
them are strongly deformed. Misorientations of the crystal lattice, found in the samples, may be
caused by strains from their fibrous growth or/and post-growth plastic deformation.
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1. Introduction

Diamond crystals develop diverse morphological and physical properties, which reflect the
variation of conditions during diamond formation which largely occurs in the upper mantle [1–9].
Morphology and internal structure of natural diamond crystals reflect the conditions of growth
and following post-growth history. The study of mineral inclusion in diamonds and xenoliths of
diamondiferous rocks in kimberlites show that diamonds can be crystallized in various upper mantle
rocks: peridotites (olivine, orthopyroxene, garnet, and diopside), eclogites (garnet, clinopyroxene)
and, rarely, websterites [10–12]. P-T models propose that most diamonds are formed in the diamond’s
stability field, in temperature ranges (900–1300 ◦C) and pressures (4.5–6 GPa) that correspond to the
depth of formation (140–200 km) [13].

The Siberian platform hosts more than one thousand known kimberlite pipes. Numerous (>100)
kimberlite pipes have been discovered within the northeastern part of the Siberian platform, most are
barren or very poorly diamondiferous [14]. Despite the very low diamond-bearing capacity of
kimberlite pipes in this region, approximately 70% of the diamond alluvial placer deposits of the
Siberian platform are located here [15]. The primary sources of the diamonds in these placers have not
been discovered yet.

The alluvial deposits of the Northeastern Siberian platform have specific diamond
association [16,17]. Previous studies have revealed several diamond populations, which may be
related with various primary sources [18,19]. Under the Orlov classification [5], these diamonds can be
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classified into three groups: (1) typical octahedral and rounded dodecahedral diamonds of variety I;
(2) yellow-orange or dark grey cuboids of varieties II and III; and (3) rounded dark crystals of variety V.

Diamonds with cubic crystals (cuboids), forming an incessant colour gradient from
yellowish-green to yellow and dark orange, are widespread in alluvial placers of the Northeastern
Siberian platform. These diamonds have been categorized as variety II in the mineralogical
classification [5]. Diamonds of this variety constitute approximately 7–7.5% of the alluvial placer
diamond collection [15]. Diamond crystals of cubic habit are infrequent in Siberian kimberlites and
they are no greater in number than 2% of the total diamonds found in the region. Thus, it is unlikely
that the kimberlites discovered in the Siberian platform are the source of these diamond placers.
In some other regions, e.g., Mbuji-Mayi (Congo), Ekati (Canada), and Jwaneng (Botswana), many
cuboid diamonds are found in the kimberlites [8,20,21]. The characteristics of variety II diamonds,
i.e., specific morphological features, the low values of δ13C and high levels of nitrogen in the C-form
(single substitutional nitrogen impurity, type Ib—causing yellow coloration), testify to their unusual
primary source [19,22]. This study investigates the specific features related to the internal structures of
these cuboid diamonds and is part of an extensive study of alluvial diamonds from the Northeastern
Siberian platform [23–30].

2. Results

2.1. Morphological Features

An infrequent pattern of natural diamond formation is the cube, which is a rough approximation
of the ideal form [31]. Figures 1 and 2 are microphotograph and SEM images of the most typical
variety II diamonds from alluvial placers of the Northeastern Siberian platform. These cuboid
diamonds are almost cubic or sub-rounded crystals; most studied diamonds are isometric but,
in some cases, the crystals are more or less distorted (flattened or elongated at three- or four-fold axes)
(Figures 1 and 2). The diamonds of interest in this study are yellow (all diamonds in this study belong
to rare type Ib) and some are turbid yellow due to micro-inclusions. Studied diamonds have typical
dissolution features, e.g., patterns of numerous few stepped, pyramidal etch pits of rectangular shape
on their (100) planes (Figure 2e,f) and rounded surfaces that correspond to tetrahexahedroid corners
at cubic edges. There are no crystals with sharp cube edges; all samples have epigenetic dissolution.
Rectangular-etched pits on the cubic faces of diamonds are known as tetragons. Tetragonal pits lie on
each of the (100) surfaces; each pit is turned around at an angle of 45◦ with regard to the form of the
cubic facets. It was found that convex crystals are usually covered with faces at the maximum speed of
dissolution, whereas concave bodies tend to be faceted at a minimal velocity [32]. Rounded convex
surfaces produce rounded habits in some crystals with characteristic morphological tetrahexahedroid
features of (Figure 2c,h). Experimental data shows that diamond crystals transform their habits during
dissolution from cubes to tetrahexahedroids in water-containing systems, when the weight loss is
>50% [33]. The surface textures of studied crystals include fine striation along <110> on (100) faces
and many elongated hillocks on the rounded convex surfaces of tetrahexahedroid (Figure 2f). Some
rounded surfaces of studied crystals contain etched holes (Figure 2c) and/or channels (Figure 2a),
which frequently occur at visible cracks extending through the crystals volumes. The relics of cubic
faces of studied crystals are not perfectly flat and diverge from precise crystallographic planes (100),
i.e., becoming convex or concave.
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Figure 1. Optical microphotographs of cuboid diamonds from the Northeastern Siberian platform 
(a—Light yellow crystal MP-30 of predominant cubic habit; b—Orange-yellow crystal MP-43 of 
combination form (cube-tetrahexahedroid); c—Yellowish-grey diamond rounded crystal MP-56; 
d—Light yellow crystal MP-30 of transition form (cube-tetrahexahedroid); e—Dark yellow crystal 
MP-60 of combinational form (cube-tetrahexahedroid); f—Yellowish-grey diamond crystal MP-83 of 
cubic habit; g—Greyish-yellow crystal MP-87 of combination form (cube-tetrahexahedroid); 
h—Yellow crystal MP-98 of transition form (cube-tetrahexahedroid); i—Orange-yellow crystal 
MP-43 of combination form (cube-tetrahexahedroid)). 

 

Figure 2. SEM micrographs showing morphological features of cuboid diamonds from the 
Northeastern Siberian platform (a—The crystal MP-30 of predominant cubic habit with small 
rounded tetrahexahedroid surfaces of at the cube edges; b—The crystal MP-43 of combinational 
form (cube-tetrahexahedroid) with fine striation along <110> on (100) faces; c—The diamond crystal 

Figure 1. Optical microphotographs of cuboid diamonds from the Northeastern Siberian platform
(a—Light yellow crystal MP-30 of predominant cubic habit; b—Orange-yellow crystal MP-43 of
combination form (cube-tetrahexahedroid); c—Yellowish-grey diamond rounded crystal MP-56;
d—Light yellow crystal MP-30 of transition form (cube-tetrahexahedroid); e—Dark yellow crystal
MP-60 of combinational form (cube-tetrahexahedroid); f—Yellowish-grey diamond crystal MP-83
of cubic habit; g—Greyish-yellow crystal MP-87 of combination form (cube-tetrahexahedroid);
h—Yellow crystal MP-98 of transition form (cube-tetrahexahedroid); i—Orange-yellow crystal MP-43
of combination form (cube-tetrahexahedroid)).
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form (cube-tetrahexahedroid) with fine striation along <110> on (100) faces; c—The diamond crystal
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MP-56 of predominantly tetrahexahedroid habit with cube faces which are almost totally replaced by
the rounded surfaces, there are only relics of (100) faces with large (~400 µm) negative tetragonal etch
pits of rectangular shape and numerous shallow micro-pits with elliptical or irregularly curved outlines
(corrosion sculptures) on rounded teraxehedroid surfaces; d—The crystal MP-60 of transitional form
(cube-tetrahedroid); e—The crystal MP-71 of combinational form (cube-tetrahexahedroid), relics of
cube face have numerous stepped, flat-bottomed, and pyramidal etch pits of rectangular shape, there
are concentric terraces on the rounded surfaces. f—The diamond crystal MP-83 of cubic habit with
tetragonal etch pits and fine striation along <110>; g—The crystal MP-87 of combinational form having
flat cubic faces with tetragonal pyramidal etch pits and rounded surfaces of tetrahexahedroid, there are
blunted and rounded edges and apices which correspond with intense mechanical abrasion; h—The
crystal MP-98 of transitional form (cube-tetrahedroid); i—The crystal MP-108 of combinational form
(cube-tetrahexahedroid) with fine striations along <110> on the (100) faces).

2.2. Internal Structure

2.2.1. Optical Microscopy

The nine diamonds were polished to consist of plates parallel to a crystallographic (110) plane
with a 200–400 µm thickness. The observations of polished plates by optical microscopy showed
that cuboid diamonds have inhomogeneous internal structures. All diamonds showed concentrical
zonation having growth zones with different intensity of colouration (Figure 3). Intensively-coloured
zones are regularly sited in the centre of crystals. On the other hand, in some cases (Figure 3d) the
centre of the crystals are colourless, while the outer zone is intensely yellow. Moreover, there are
more sophisticated patterns with heterogeneous spreading of growth zones with dissimilar coloration
(Figure 3b,c,e,i,h). Several crystals showed growth zones with multiple micro-inclusions spreading
as a chain along the (111) direction (Figures 3a,f and 4a,b). Such patterns are typical for diamonds of
cubic habit and may reflect their fibrous internal structure [25].

In fact a birefringence interference pattern is not supposed for crystals of cubic symmetry
which includes diamonds; its appearance suggest strong deformation of the diamond’s crystal
structure [4,34–37]. In other words, irregular birefringence reflects an accidental imperfection of
the crystal structure. The straining of the crystal structure may result from (1) dislocations; (2) lattice
parameter deviations (caused by lattice impurities); (3) physical impurities (mineral and fluid
inclusions; (4) cracks; and (5) plastic deformation [36]. The fibrous internal structure of diamonds with
cubic habits, which consist of sub-parallel fibres diverging in lines from a common centre (crystals
core), has been previously recognized by X-ray topography [31,38]. The misorientations between
subindividuals (fibres) in studied diamonds produce a deformation of crystals, which results in the
patterns of anomalous birefringence (Figure 5). The interference of highest degree is detected at the
boundaries between various growth zones and/or sectors (Figure 5a,e,f). The crystal samples exhibit
zonal and sectorial birefringence patterns. They often have brindled interference patterns, and in some
parts of the crystals patterns include thin lines intersecting each other in different <111> directions.
The latter is called “tatami” pattern and explained by the influence of post-growth plastic deformations
by the dislocation gliding mechanism [39].
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Figure 3. Internal structure of yellow cuboid diamonds from the Northeastern Siberian platform 
(optical microphotographs of double-polished plates parallel to (110), transmitted polarized light) 
(a—The crystal MP-30 having zonal structure, cube-shaped core with microinclusions located by 
chains that defined radial distribution; b—The diamond MP-43 having cubic zones of slightly 
different intensities of yellow coloration; c—The crystal MP-56 with zonal distribution of numerous 
microinclusions, there are inclusion-free zones and zones with different densities of 
microinclusions; d—The crystal MP-60 having light yellow inner core and intense  yellow outer 
zones; e—The diamond MP-71 having numerous cubic zones with different intensity of yellow 
coloration; f—The diamond MP-83 with clear zonal and sectorial texture; there are radial chains of 
microinclusions in outer zones; g—The crystal MP-87 having zonal structure having muddy yellow 
core zone with high microinclusion density and an inclusion-free rim. In core there are several zones 
with different inclusions density; h—The diamond having distorted cubic zones with different 
intensities of yellow colour; i—The diamond having colourless inner core and numerous cubic 
zones with different intensity of yellow colour in outer rim). 

 
Figure 4. Core regions of diamonds (a—M-30, b—MP-87) with abundant microinclusions. 

Figure 3. Internal structure of yellow cuboid diamonds from the Northeastern Siberian platform (optical
microphotographs of double-polished plates parallel to (110), transmitted polarized light) (a—The
crystal MP-30 having zonal structure, cube-shaped core with microinclusions located by chains that
defined radial distribution; b—The diamond MP-43 having cubic zones of slightly different intensities
of yellow coloration; c—The crystal MP-56 with zonal distribution of numerous microinclusions,
there are inclusion-free zones and zones with different densities of microinclusions; d—The crystal
MP-60 having light yellow inner core and intense yellow outer zones; e—The diamond MP-71 having
numerous cubic zones with different intensity of yellow coloration; f—The diamond MP-83 with
clear zonal and sectorial texture; there are radial chains of microinclusions in outer zones; g—The
crystal MP-87 having zonal structure having muddy yellow core zone with high microinclusion density
and an inclusion-free rim. In core there are several zones with different inclusions density; h—The
diamond having distorted cubic zones with different intensities of yellow colour; i—The diamond
having colourless inner core and numerous cubic zones with different intensity of yellow colour in
outer rim).
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Figure 6 shows X-ray projection topography images of the cuboid diamond samples. These 
diamonds normally display a diffraction contrast due to dislocations [40–42]. The topographical 
structures (Figure 6b,c,g) are like those found in [31,32,38]. The crystal structures found in the XRT 
study can be characterized as “fibrous” or “columnar” [31]. This is due to the subdivision of the 
crystal (monocrystalline) volume into slightly mutually misorientated subindividuals (columns), the 
axial directions of which were <111>. The column’s diameter ranged from about 10 μm downwards to 
the resolution limits of the technique (approx. 1 μm). The X-ray topographs show that the 
development of the volume of the growing crystal is associated with repeated branching in the 
equivalent <111> directions. Therefore, this data shows that cuboid diamonds of variety II have 
been crystallized by fibrous growth in the <111> direction with branching and equal velocities in the 
equivalent directions. In some X-ray topographs, clear sectorial and zoning structures of the crystals 
were observed (Figure 6a,c–e). Zoning structures visible on X-ray topographs are due to 
deformation of the crystal lattice (probably caused by lattice impurities) between growth zones, 
which often have different colouring in transmitted light (see Figure 3). 

Figure 5. Anomalous birefringence patterns of double-polished plates of yellow cuboid diamonds from
the Northeastern Siberian platform (photos taken between crossed polarizers) (a—MP-30; b—MP-43;
c—MP-56; d—MP-60; e—MP-71; f—MP-83; g—MP-87; h—MP-98; i—MP-108).

2.2.2. X-ray Topography (XRT)

Figure 6 shows X-ray projection topography images of the cuboid diamond samples. These
diamonds normally display a diffraction contrast due to dislocations [40–42]. The topographical
structures (Figure 6b,c,g) are like those found in [31,32,38]. The crystal structures found in the XRT
study can be characterized as “fibrous” or “columnar” [31]. This is due to the subdivision of the crystal
(monocrystalline) volume into slightly mutually misorientated subindividuals (columns), the axial
directions of which were <111>. The column’s diameter ranged from about 10 µm downwards to the
resolution limits of the technique (approx. 1 µm). The X-ray topographs show that the development
of the volume of the growing crystal is associated with repeated branching in the equivalent <111>
directions. Therefore, this data shows that cuboid diamonds of variety II have been crystallized
by fibrous growth in the <111> direction with branching and equal velocities in the equivalent
directions. In some X-ray topographs, clear sectorial and zoning structures of the crystals were
observed (Figure 6a,c–e). Zoning structures visible on X-ray topographs are due to deformation of
the crystal lattice (probably caused by lattice impurities) between growth zones, which often have
different colouring in transmitted light (see Figure 3).
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2.2.3. Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) 

The electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) technique allows accurate identification of the 
structural characters of crystals, manifested as lattice orientation relationships between the columns 
or as a deformation lamination. The EBSD images (Figure 7) show that the diamond samples consist 
of domains, which are misoriented to each other. Blue to red coloration on the images correspond to 
misorientations of up to 2°. The higher misorientations have been observed in the outer parts of the 
various growth sectors of the cuboids. These patterns support the suggestion that fibrous growth of 
sample cuboid diamonds are the repeated branching of fibres in equivalent <111> directions. This 
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patterns expressed as a lamination in two crossed directions (Figure 7d,e,h). These patterns, as in 
birefringence, could be attributed to post-growth plastic deformations. 

Figure 6. X-ray projection topographs of yellow cuboid diamonds from the Northeastern Siberian
platform (the Burgers vector is directed horizontally to the left, (220) reflection) (a—MP-30; b—MP-43;
c—MP-56; d—MP-60; e—MP-71; f—MP-83; g—MP-87; h—MP-98; i—MP-108).

2.2.3. Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD)

The electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) technique allows accurate identification of the
structural characters of crystals, manifested as lattice orientation relationships between the columns
or as a deformation lamination. The EBSD images (Figure 7) show that the diamond samples consist
of domains, which are misoriented to each other. Blue to red coloration on the images correspond
to misorientations of up to 2◦. The higher misorientations have been observed in the outer parts
of the various growth sectors of the cuboids. These patterns support the suggestion that fibrous
growth of sample cuboid diamonds are the repeated branching of fibres in equivalent <111> directions.
This branching causes the stronger strains of the outer crystal zones. Some diamonds exhibit strain
patterns expressed as a lamination in two crossed directions (Figure 7d,e,h). These patterns, as in
birefringence, could be attributed to post-growth plastic deformations.
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EBSD maps over a large parts of the polished plates showing a change in orientation up to 2◦ from
blue to red (a—MP-30; b—MP-43; c—MP-56; d—MP-60; e—MP-71; f—MP-83; g—MP-87; h—MP-98;
i—MP-108).

3. Discussion

Previous studies [30,39] of yellow cuboid diamonds from alluvial placers of the Northeastern
Siberian platform revealed the overall presence of C centres (single substitution-based nitrogen defects).
The presence of these centres is usually attributed either to relatively cool conditions of the storage
of diamonds in the mantle or short mantle residence time prior to eruption. These cuboid diamonds
show a wide range of carbon isotope compositions, from mantle-like values towards lighter values [30].
Mineral inclusions found in these diamonds testify to their formation in eclogitic environments,
which is believed to correspond to deeply-subducted protoliths of the former oceanic crust.

The morphology of diamonds may be caused by the different physical and chemical conditions of
growth and post-growth alteration. The morphological features of diamonds often reflect only the
last stages of their evolution, connected with resorption and/or regeneration. Observed rounded
morphology of most yellow cuboid diamonds indicates their post-growth resorption, rather than
represents primary growth morphologies. The resorption of cuboid diamond typically result in
transformation into rounded dodecahedral morphology through gradual inflation of crystal surfaces.
These morphological features are generally similar to those observed in partially resorbed diamond
crystals of cubic habit in experiments [33,43].

It was shown that cuboid diamonds have fibrous internal structure [31,32,38,44]. The X-ray
topography studies demonstrate that fibres represent less than 20 µm sub-individuals oriented along
the equivalent <111> directions direction. Growth of diamonds with such internal structures are not
accompanied by a thickening of these sub-individuals. Splitting the fibres in the equivalent equivalent
<111> directions directions led to total space filling of the cuboid sectors [31]. The growth mechanism
is reflected in the X-ray topography and EBSD images.
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According to [44], cuboid diamonds with specific fibrous internal structures could be crystallized
under high supersaturation. Fibrous internal structures of diamonds likely resulted from fast abnormal
growth at high carbon supersaturation operating as a driving force of this process. This concept has
additionally been proposed by theoretical models [45]. The fibrous internal structure identified in the
studied cuboid diamonds can also be described by the position of the abnormal growth.

Cuboid diamond crystals may have suffered post-growth annealing and plastic deformation.
The plastic deformation of the diamond samples are reflected in internal structure features.
These structures appear as a “tatami” pattern (two crossed directions of strain lamination) in EBSD
images and birefringence patterns. Moreover, the deformation of a crystal lattice in the sample
diamonds also took place during the fibrous or columnar crystal growth. The rounded shape, negative
etch pits, and other dissolution features of studied samples are suggested to be the result of resorption.
The resorption has resulted in a gradual transformation of crystals with nearly cubic shape into
rounded tetrahexahedrons (tetrahexahedroid) [33].

4. Methods

The cuboid diamonds were first examined with optical microscopy using a Zeiss Stemi SV 6 stereo
microscope (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Göttingen, Germany). The morphology of the crystals
has been studied using a scanning electron microscope (JEOL JSM-6510LV (20 kV), Japanese Electron
Optics Laboratory Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) installed in the Analytical Centre for Multi-Element and Isotope
Research SB RAS, Novosibirsk, Russia.

The internal structure of crystals has been visualized through the method of X-ray projection
topography (XRT). The X-ray topograms were obtained over the whole samples synchronously
translated with the detector under the beam [42,46]. The images were collected from superposition of
the section images in the Bragg reflection geometry. The spatial resolution of the detector with a factor
of 20 has been increased using a mirror magnification system. A double-crystal Si monochromator
was tuned to the (333) reflection to avoid the influence of the high-energy harmonics.

The misorientations of the crystal structure in cuboid diamonds was determined from the EBSD
mapping of polished plates [47]. The EBSD data were collected on a Hitachi S-3400 N scanning electron
microscope equipped with an Oxford Instruments HKL detector with an accuracy of misorientations
of 0.5–1.0◦ (Oxford Instruments plc, Abingdon, UK). The Kikuchi pattern of each individual point were
automatically indexed by the Oxford data collection software. Patterns were acquired on rectangular
grids by moving the electron beam at a regular step size of 1 µm.

The XRT and EBSD study was performed using the infrastructure of the Shared-Use
Centre at the Siberian Synchrotron and Terahertz Radiation Centre (SSTRC) based on the
VEPP-3/VEPP-4M/NovoFEL at the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics SB RAS, Novosibirsk, Russia.

5. Conclusions

The internal structure of yellow cuboid diamonds found in alluvial placers of the Northeastern
Siberian platform have been investigated via optical microscopy, XRT, and EBSD techniques. We have
demonstrated that these cuboid diamonds have a specific fibrous or columnar internal structure.
Most are strongly deformed and have a brindled internal structure. Misorientations of the crystal
lattice, found in the samples, may be caused by strains from their fibrous growth or/and post-growth
plastic deformation. Most of the crystals have typical resorption features and do not preserve primary
growth morphology. The resorption leads to an evolution from an originally cubic shape to a
rounded tetrahexahedroid.
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